30 MOST INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

Smart function, sophisticated style, and cutting-edge technology—that’s the winning formula behind these products that redefine the kitchen and bath environment.
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8 DECADENT DELUGE
Whether mounted on the ceiling or a shower arm, this ¾-inch-deep showerhead cascades a relaxing stream of water from overhead. Use this mighty rainmaker in any size shower. Ultra Thin Rain Showerhead ($540–$745 depending on finish). Rohl; rohlhome.com

9 PERSONAL PIZZERIA
Pizza lovers: Thrill to a built-in oven that heats up to 800 degrees and offers preset cooking options for specialty pies. No special installation, construction, or ductwork is needed. Monogram Pizza Oven ($9,900). GE Appliances (a Haier company); monogrampizza.com

10 STONE-COLD STYLE
Carved from a single block of smoky-gray granite, this organically contoured tub doubles as a tranquil retreat and a design statement. Papillon Cumulo Granite Tub (starting at $25,500). Stone Forest; stoneforest.com

11 MODERN ATTITUDE
Celebrate urban living with a contemporary sink seamlessly integrated into either a solid- or quartz-surfacings countertop. Industrial Loft Bath Sink, Chic. 7722, ($125–$275). DuPont; shapes.corian.com

12 BUILT-IN BEAUTY
Cook and entertain in style with a 36-inch refrigerator that's so roomy the freezer holds commercial-size sheet pans. Choose from 750 exterior colors and 10 trim options to wrap around a stainless-steel interior. Built-In Refrigerator (starting at $9,850). BlueStar; bluestarlooking.com